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57 ABSTRACT 

An infant care Simulation System for use in teaching indi 
viduals the realities, responsibilities and constraints inherent 
in caring for young babies. The System also demonstrates the 
Special problems of drug-dependent babies. Basically the 
System includes a doll having the shape and weight of a 
young baby and accessories of the Sort used with Such a 
baby. The doll and accessories are assigned to an individual 
for an extended period Such as Several days. A Sound System 
and electronic circuitry are included within the doll to 
generate Sounds Simulating a baby crying at Selected inter 
vals for Selected time periods. A spring loaded key or other 
manual Switch is provided so that the individual can turn off 
the crying Sound by holding the key in an off position. 
Preferably the key is secured to the assigned individual in a 
way preventing it being given to another perSon. Indicators 
showing rough handling, improper positioning of the doll, 
periods before a response is made to a crying Signal, etc. are 
provided. Mechanisms demonstrating the characteristics of 
a drug-dependent baby are included. The overall System also 
includes accessories, Such as car Seats, Strollers and diaper 
bags that are to be taken everywhere with the doll. 

33 Claims, 2 Drawing Sheets 
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INFANT SIMULATION SYSTEM FOR 
PREGNANCY DETERRENCE AND CHILD 

CARE TRAINING 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifi 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates in general to devices and methods 
for teaching early parenthood responsibilities and, in 
particular, to an infant Simulator System useful in programs 
for teaching teen age perSons the realities and rigors of early 
parenthood. 

Teen age pregnancy and Single parent infant rearing are 
increasing problems. Teen age parents Surveyed give Such 
reasons for becoming pregnant as “babies are So cute”, “I 
wanted attention”, “I needed someone to love and love me 
back’. Romantic feelings toward having a baby of one's 
own almost never include an understanding of the burdens 
of caring for a baby, the loSS of Sleep, loSS of freedom, etc. 
Attempts in School parenting and life experience classes are 
rarely Successful in convincing Students that baby care is a 
full time, very restricting, occupation. 
Some Schools have attempted to demonstrate the care 

needs of a baby by having Students carry a Sack of flour, an 
egg or a plant wherever they go. While Somewhat restrictive 
and requiring Some care, these programs are less than 
Successful. In particular, they do not demonstrate the 
continuous, unpredictable demands, the isolation from peers 
and the sleep interruptions that necessarily result from 
caring for a baby. 

Dolls that can be “fed” from a bottle, then “wet' So as to 
require that a diaper be changed, Such as described by Kelley 
in U.S. Pat. No. 5,094,644, and Burks in U.S. Pat. No. 
4,115,948 have been available in a variety of degrees of 
complexity. These dolls are not useful in teaching baby care 
problems, Since the feeding and wetting cycle is under 
control of the user, who can feed and change the doll at 
convenient times and does not learn that required feeding 
and changing of very young babies generally occurs at 
inconvenient times and places. 

Dolls that can making crying Sounds are known, Such as 
that described by wexler in U.S. Pat. No. 4,249,338. This 
doll includes a manual Switch to Start the crying Sound, then 
the user attempts to determine which of Several actions, Such 
as feeding, diaper changing, back patting Will operate a 
random Switch to turn off the crying sound. However, this 
doll, while interesting as a plaything, does not Simulate an 
actual baby Since crying only begins when the Switch is 
actuated and not on a day and night random Schedule as with 
an actual baby. 

Other dolls having manually actuated crying, talking or 
wetting actions are described by Lyons et al. in U.S. Pat. No. 
4,160,338 and Berman et al. in U.S. Pat. No. 4,516,950. 

These prior dolls do not truly simulate the needs of an 
actual baby which can occur at random intervals at any time 
of day or night and require care for more than a few minutes 
at a time, Such as feeding over 20–30 minutes at a time. 
Further, these prior dolls do not require gentle handling of 
the dolls and do not indicate if rough handling has occurred. 

In order to more accurately simulate actual baby care, a 
number of accessories and a variety of equipment, Such as 
diaper bags, car Seats, Strollers, etc. Should be included. The 
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2 
prior art does not Suggest Such a complete simulation and 
training System. 

Furthermore, the prior programs do not expose the par 
ticipants to the Special needs of drug dependent babies 
(so-called “crack babies”) and fetal alcohol syndrome babies 
which are becoming an increasing problem. These babies 
have Smaller than normal sizes and weights and different 
behavior patterns, including trembling bodies, a high 
pitched tremulous cry and Slow response to care. Exposure 
to Such babies may help convince pregnant young women to 
avoid drugs and alcohol. 
Thus there is a continuing need for improved training 

Systems for Simulating early parenthood, including realistic 
dolls and related equipment for teaching teenagers, both 
boys and girls, of the problems inherent in early, Single 
parent, parenthood which would aid in deterring early preg 
nancies. Such a System would cause unwed teenagers to 
carefully think it over before becoming pregnant. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The above-noted problems, and others, are overcome in 
accordance with this invention by an infant care simulation 
System which basically comprises dolls having the approxi 
mate size and weight of a young baby, e.g. an up to 3 months 
old baby, typically a normal baby weighing 7-8 lbs or a 
premature or drug dependent baby weighing 4-5 lbs. Elec 
tronic circuitry is contained within the doll for generating 
Sounds simulating a baby crying on a Selected but Somewhat 
random Schedule and for causing the Sounds to continue for 
a Selected but Somewhat random length of time. Typically a 
teacher or other perSon Supervising the training will Set the 
crying Schedule to simulate a sick or well baby's usual 
crying Schedule. A quieting device, Such as a Spring-loaded 
push button, plug or key is provided to Simulate “feeding 
or "comforting the baby. Continuous actuation during the 
crying period, e.g., holding a button down, holding a Spring 
loaded key in the turned position, is required to quiet the 
crying Sound. 

In order to prevent the assigned individual from having 
Someone else care for the doll, it is preferred that a key be 
used, attached to a bracelet of the type used in hospitals, 
which must be cut for removal. For maximum simulation, 
the key could have the appearance of a baby bottle nipple or 
miniature baby bottle and could be inserted into the doll's 
mouth. 

In addition, it is preferred that a means be provided to 
indicate or record the time between the beginning of a crying 
Simulation period and the initiation of care, i.e., pressing the 
button or insertion and turning of the key. This measures the 
responsiveness of the assigned individual to the baby's 
needs So that the perSon Supervising the training can review 
the care given. Conventional elapsed time clock equipment 
could be used, or one or more lights, Such as light emitting 
diodes (LED) which are turned on in series after selected 
continuous crying periods. 
An individual is assigned the doll for a Selected period, 

e.g., 2–4 days. The person will take the doll and certain 
accessories wherever he or she goes and will keep the doll 
near his or her bed at night. Preferably, where a key is used, 
the key is Secured to a bracelet around the assigned indi 
vidual's wrist which can only be removed by destroying the 
bracelet, So that the assigned individual cannot have Some 
one else operate the key. Thus, the crying Sound may begin 
at any time, at night, in a classroom, at the mall, etc. The 
individual will have to Stop other activities (and wake up, if 
at night) and attend to the doll for the crying period of time. 
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This, plus a requirement that a stroller, car Seat, diaper bag, 
etc. be taken along with the doll wherever the individual 
goes will show the individual at least Some of the respon 
Sibility and inconvenience of caring for an actual baby. This 
should cause the person to think Over the responsibilities and 
Serious impact on their lifestyle inherent in having a baby. 

For maximum simulation of reality, the doll should be 
kept in a "sleeping position, on its Side or Stomach between 
“feeding episodes and should be held on its back during 
feeding. A Sensor and recording means can be included to 
record times when the doll is not in these preferred positions. 
The Sensor may also initiate crying when the baby is not in 
a preferred position. 

Teaching gentle handling of babies is also very important. 
Often young parents inadvertently injure babies through 
rough treatment. An inertial Switch means is preferably 
included, connected to the recorder, to record instances of 
rough handling and to initiate crying, which can be stopped 
by “comforting” the baby using a key or switch, as with 
feeding. Typically, a weighted, Spring loaded, normally open 
Switch can be used which will momentarily close when the 
doll receives an impact. Alternatively, a weighted frangible 
member can be used which will break upon Severe, Sudden 
movement of the doll. 

Gentle handling includes protecting the doll from loud 
noises Such as loud music and Shouting. A Sound Sensitive 
Switch may be used which will momentarily activate when 
the doll is exposed to a loud noise. AS with rough handling, 
this Switch will initiate crying, which can be stopped by 
“comforting” or feeding the doll. 

Preferably, the electronic circuit includes means by which 
the perSon running the training program can Select the range 
of times between crying episodes, the length of crying 
episodes and the crying Volume. This makes it possible to 
simulate a sick, well or ideal baby at different times. While 
other crying simulators can be used, ideally the Sound is the 
recorded Sound of an actual baby crying. 

The internal components should be inaccessible to the 
assigned individual. The cover over the internal components 
could be locked, a conventional Seal means that must be 
broken before the cover can be removed or a simple means 
Such as tape signed by the teacher or dripping colored candle 
wax into the slots of Screws holding the cover on could be 
used. 

It is highly desirable that the doll be a good replica of an 
actual baby, anatomically correct and having a skin color 
and characteristics corresponding to the ethnic background 
of the assigned individual. Tests have shown that assigned 
individuals take a parental interest in their simulated babies, 
invariably naming them, borrowing or buying clothing to 
dress their doll, etc. Realistic dolls engender much more 
Suspension of disbelief than do the Sack of flour, eggs, etc. 
that have been used before for crude simulations of baby 
care. Both boys and girls benefit from having the care of a 
simulated baby for several days. Individuals who have 
participated in tests of this System have found that the need 
to wake up and “feed” the doll for several approximately 20 
minute periods each night, and the resulting Sleep 
deprivation, is very important to an understanding of the 
burdens of caring for a young baby. Therefore, the care 
periods should extend for Several dayS. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

Details of the invention, and of preferred embodiments 
thereof, will be further understood upon reference to the 
drawing, wherein: 
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4 
FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of a doll suitable for 

use in the System of this invention; 
FIG. 2A is a Schematic diagram of the power conditioning 

portion of the control and recording circuit of this invention; 
FIG. 2B is a Schematic electronic diagram of a Second 

portion of the circuit; and 
FIG. 2C is a Schematic electronic diagram of a third 

portion of the circuit. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

As seen in FIG. 1, the doll 10 simulating a young baby, 
typically in the up to 3 months age range is preferably 
anatomically correct. Preferably, a doll assigned to a par 
ticular individual will have a skin color and other charac 
teristics conforming to the ethnic characteristics of that 
individual. Generally, that individual will be given a choice 
of a male or female doll. Such realistic, life-size newborn 
dolls are available from the Doll Factory under the Beriusa 
brand and from the Bert Perlman company under the Furga 
brand. 

The electronic components described below are contained 
within doll 10, with a cover 12 providing access. Cover 12 
can be at any Suitable location, typically on the Side or back 
of the doll. Preferably, anti-tampering means, Such as a key 
operated lock, a conventional wire or plastic Seal, colored 
wax in the cover Screw or bolt slots, is used to prevent (or 
make apparent) tampering with the internal components by 
the assigned individual. 
AS discussed above, the circuitry will cause the doll to 

emit a crying Sound at Selected, Somewhat random, intervals 
for selected periods. A switch is provided which must be 
manually held in the closed position to Silence the crying 
Sound. Release of the Switch will allow the Sounds to 
continue. While any Suitable Switch, Such as a Simple Spring 
loaded push button Switch can be used, the Switch arrange 
ment shown is preferred. 
A key 14, preferably in the shape of a baby bottle nipple 

or a miniature baby bottle, is secured to a bracelet 16, 
typically of the type used in hospitals which must be cut for 
removal. A Suitably coded key end is provided to engage the 
correspondingly coded Switch (not seen) within opening 15 
in the doll when the key is turned. The Switch is spring 
loaded So that if the key is released, Such as if the individual 
dozeS off, the Switch will open and the crying Sound will 
resume. Key 14 may be at the end of a short cord permitting 
it to be comfortably held in the hand and may be releasably 
Secured to bracelet 16 by any Suitable clip, hook-and-loop 
material of the sort sold under the Velcro trademark, etc., for 
convenience between “feedings'. 

FIGS. 2A, 2B and 2C show portions of the complete 
preferred electronic circuit for operating the doll features, 
divided for convenience of illustration. Unless otherwise 
indicated, all resistances shown are in ohms, all capacitance 
in microfarads and all diodes are typically 1N914 diodes of 
the sort available from EXL Semiconductor or Rohm Semi 
conductor. 

FIG. 2A shows the power Supply for the system. A9 volt 
battery 18 is connected to ground through a power condi 
tioning and reversal protection network 20 made up of 
capacitors 22 and 24 and diode 26, typically an 1N4001 
from EXL Semiconductor. In FIGS. 2B and 2C, “9 V” 
indicates a connection to the power Supply of FIG. 2A. 
Battery 18 can be a conventional Single use battery or a 
rechargeable battery as desired. If a rechargeable battery is 
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Selected, conventional recharging contacts (not shown) 
would be Supplied. 

FIGS. 2B and 2C will be discussed together, as a single 
overall circuit. Connections between the portions shown in 
the two Figures are indicated by circled numbers 1, 2 and 3. 

The period between “hunger crying periods and length of 
crying periods are each randomly Selected by components 
including randomizer 28, typically a CMOS 4022 from SGS 
Thompson or Harris Semiconductor and a timer 30, typi 
cally a CMOS L555 from Texas Instruments, ICM or SGS 
Thompson. Each time the doll cries, for any reason, a signal 
passes through line 32 to randomizer 28 to increment to the 
next timer Speed in a pseudo random Sequence. A range of 
timer Speed, resulting in a range of Sleep periods, Such as 
will simulate sick, well or ideal babies, is selected by the 5 
megohm potentiometer 76. 

Output of randomizer 28 and timer 30 pass to crying 
period counter 34, typically a CMOS 4020 from Harris 
Semiconductor or SGS Thompson and crying Start/stop 
logic chip 36, typically a CMOS 4082 from Harris or SGS. 
This signal then passes to buffer inverter 38, typically a 
CMOS 4049 from Harris or SGS and sleep/cry logic chip 40, 
typically another CMOS 4082. The signal then goes through 
line 42 (FIG. 2C) to the gate of power switch 44, typically 
an IRFD 9010 MOSFET or HEXFET from International 
Rectifier. A high Signal to power Switch 44 is a sleep or quiet 
Signal while a low Signal is a hunger or cry Signal. The cry 
Signal Switches 9 volt power which passes through a 6 volt 
regulator 72, typically a 78L006 from EXL Semiconductor, 
to a record/playback chip 60, typically an ISD1110 or other 
1100, 1200 or 1400 series sound chip from Information 
Storage Devices. The Switched 9 volt power passes directly 
to audio amplifier 46, typically an LM386N-3 from National 
Semiconductor, then to a speaker 48, typically an 8 ohm, 2 
watt, speaker such as a Cord 70RP01 M. 

Once the crying Sound has begun, the assigned individual 
closes the “feeding Switch, preferably by operating key 14 
as described above. Key 14 closes normally open Switch 50 
(FIG. 2B) connected to buffer inverter 38 to turn off the 
“cry' Signal. If the key is released during a crying period, the 
Switch will open to the Spring loaded, normally open, 
position and the crying Sound will again be heard. 
A position Sensor Switch 52 is preferably included, typi 

cally a mercury tilt Switch that is closed with the doll on its 
back and open on its Stomach or Side. Switch 52 is connected 
to buffer inverter 38 to cause the crying sound to be heard 
if the doll is put down to sleep on its back, to encourage the 
assigned individual to use the preferred Stomach or side 
Sleeping position. 
A trembler Switch 54 consisting of a lead weight at the 

free end of a Springy wire, Surrounded by a ring contact, is 
preferably included to provide an indication of rough han 
dling of the doll. Switch 54 is normally open but closes in 
response to inertial forces of the Sort caused by dropping, 
Shaking or otherwise roughly handling the doll. A signal 
from Switch 54 passes to buffer inverter 38 and will cause 
crying during rough handling, Such as Shaking. The Sensi 
tivity of trembler Switch 54 is adjustable by varying the 
distance between the lead weight and the adjacent movable 
contact. A "loud sound” sensor Switch 55, typically a sound 
actuated relay or the sort described in the Ratio Shack 
“Engineers Mini-Notebook, page 37, catalog No. 
2765011A, is provided in parallel with trembler switch 54 to 
close in response to loud noises and activate a crying 
Sequence. 

In Summary, the crying logic chip 40 causes the doll to be 
quiet if (1) the doll is asleep (not hungry) and lying on its 
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Stomach or side and not being fed, or (2) the doll is hungry, 
being held on its back and being fed. In all other circum 
stances the doll will cry. The trembler Switch 54 and 
loud-sound activated Switch 55 cause the doll to become 
hungry for a short period, typically a minute or two, acting 
as if it had just been rudely awakened. 

In order to Simulate the characteristics of a drug 
dependent baby, a device 57 making the doll tremble when 
it cries may be included. Typically, a Small electric motor, 
such as a Radio Shack No. 273-237 spinning an out-of 
balance weight is effective. A switch 59 activates this feature 
when desired. In addition a delay circuit 61 may be included 
to delay quieting when feeding begins a short period. 
A signal from Switch 54 passes through line 56 to a 

CMOS 4043 flip flop 58, available from Harris or SGS (FIG. 
2C) which also receives a crying time input through lines 58 
and 60. Line 60 typically provides a 2 minute delay causing 
LED 62 (typically yellow) to light after two minutes of 
uninterrupted crying. Line 58 typically provides a 10 minute 
delay, causing LED 64 (typically red) to light after 10 
minutes of uninterrupted crying. If rough handling occurs, 
the signal from line 56 will cause LED 66 (typically blue or 
green) to light. These diodes are positioned within a trans 
parent portion of cover 12 (FIG. 1) for observation from the 
exterior of doll 10. 
A recording of an actual crying baby for playback during 

crying periods is provided in record/playback unit 68, (FIG. 
2C) typically an ISD 1100, ISD 1200 or ISD 1400 Series 
from Information Storage Devices. A powerup delay net 
work 70 is provided to operate the record/playback chip in 
continuous looping playback mode at power up. In this 
mode, a typically 10 Second recording of crying will repeat 
over and over until the doll is quieted. Crying Sound Volume 
is adjusted at variable potentiometer 74. 
While certain preferred materials, dimensions and 

arrangements have been detailed in conjunction with the 
above description of preferred embodiments, those can be 
varied, where suitable, with similar results. Other 
applications, variations and ramifications of this invention 
will occur to those skilled in the art upon reading this 
disclosure. Those are intended to be included within the 
Scope of this invention as defined in the appended claims. 
We claim: 
1. An infant care Simulation System for use by an indi 

vidual in Simulating early parenthood which comprises: 
a doll having approximate shape and weight equivalent to 

a young baby; 
means within Said doll for generating Sounds Simulating a 

baby crying, 
crying interval timer within Said doll for randomly start 

ing Said crying Sounds within a Selected time range, 
crying duration timer within Said doll for randomly Setting 

crying Sound duration within a Selected time range; 
quieting means for actuation only by an assigned indi 

vidual to quiet Said crying Sounds, and 
said quieting means requiring continuous actuation 

engagement by the assigned individual during Said 
crying Sound duration. 

2. The infant care simulation System according to claim 1 
wherein Said quieting means comprises a key means Secured 
to Said assigned individual which must be engaged with Said 
quieting means in Said doll during Said crying Sound dura 
tion to maintain Said doll quiet. 

3. The infant care simulation System according to claim 2 
wherein Said key is Secured to a bracelet around the wrist of 
the assigned individual, which bracelet can only be removed 
by being cut. 
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4. The infant care simulation System according to claim 1 
further including means for Sensing the position of Said doll 
and for actuating Said crying Sound generating means if the 
doll is in a position other than on its back when Said quieting 
means is actuated and in a position other than its Stomach or 
Side when the crying Sound means is not actuated. 

5. The infant care simulation System according to claim 1 
further including means within Said doll for indicating rough 
handling of the doll. 

6. The infant care simulation System according to claim 5 
wherein Said means for indicating rough handling includes 
an inertial means that changes State upon an instance of 
rough handling and generates a visible Signal indicating 
rough handling and a window in Said doll through which 
Said visible signal can be observed and means to initiate 
crying Sounds for a Selected interval. 

7. The infant care simulation System according to claim 1 
further including means for generating Sounds simulating a 
baby crying in response to loud Sounds in the vicinity of the 
doll. 

8. The infant care simulation System according to claim 1 
further including means for Selectively causing the doll to 
tremble when crying to Simulate a drug-dependent baby. 

9. The infant care simulation System according to claim 1 
further including means for delaying the quieting of the 
crying Sound for a short period when feeding is begun to 
Simulate a drug-dependent baby. 

10. The infant care simulation System according to claim 
1 wherein Said doll is anatomically correct and is formed 
from plastic material Simulating the skin of a human baby. 

11. The infant care simulation System according to claim 
1 wherein Said System further includes accessory equipment 
to be kept with Said doll at all times by Said assigned 
individual, Said equipment Selected from the group consist 
ing of car Seats, Strollers, diaper bags and combinations 
thereof. 

12. The infant care simulation System according to claim 
1 further including means within Said doll, inaccessible to 
the assigned individual, for Selecting the range of time 
between crying Sound periods and for Selecting the range of 
crying Sound duration. 

13. The infant care simulation System according to claim 
1 further including means within Said doll, inaccessible to 
the assigned individual, for Selecting the Volume of Said 
crying Sound. 

14. The infant care simulation System according to claim 
1 wherein Said means for generating crying Sounds com 
prises a recording of a human baby crying and means for 
playing that recording. 

15. The infant care simulation System according to claim 
1 further including at least one first light and means to 
energize Said light in response to failure to actuate Said 
quieting means within a Selected time after initiation of a 
Simulated crying period and a Second light and means to 
actuate Said Second light in response to rough handling of the 
doll. 

16. The infant care simulation System according to claim 
15 where in said at least one first light includes a plurality 
of different colored light emitting diodes which are ener 
gized by Said actuation means after different periods of time 
have elapsed between initiation of a simulated crying period 
and actuation of Said quieting means. 

17. The infant care simulation System according to claim 
1 further including means to indicate tampering with the 
components within Said doll. 

18. An infant care simulation System for use by an 
individual in Simulating early parenthood which comprises: 
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a doll having approximate shape and weight equivalent to 

a young baby; 
means within Said doll for generating Sounds Simulating a 

baby crying, 
crying interval timer within Said doll for randomly start 

ing Said crying Sounds within a Selected time range, 
crying duration timer within Said doll for randomly Setting 

crying Sound duration within a Selected time range; 
quieting means for actuation only by an assigned indi 

vidual to quiet Said crying Sounds, 
said quieting means requiring continuous actuation 

engagement by the assigned individual during Said 
crying Sound duration; and 

recording means within Said doll for indicating the time 
between initiation of a crying interval and actuation of 
Said quieting means. 

19. A method for training a perSon in proper child care and 
for familiarizing the person with the burdens of caring for a 
young baby wherein the person to be trained performs the 
Steps of 

taking custody of the following items: 
a doll including means for generating Sounds simulating 

a baby crying, timing means for randomly starting Said 
crying Sounds and for causing Said Sounds to continue 
for preselected durations and a quieting means receiver 
requiring continuous manual actuation; 

at least one item of baby-related equipment Selected from 
the group consisting of car Seats, Strollers, diaper bags; 
and 

quieting means for connection to Said quieting means 
receiver to quiet the doll during the connection period; 

takes taking the doll and said item of equipment wher 
ever he/she goes they go; 

utilizing Said items of equipment as with an actual baby; 
Whenever a crying period begins, engaging Said quieting 

means, and 
manually maintaining Said quieting means in operative 

connection to Said quieting means receiver to quiet the 
doll for the duration of a crying period. 

20. The training method according to claim 19 wherein 
Said doll further includes means for Sensing position of the 
doll and for actuating Said crying Sound generation when the 
doll is in other than a particular position under predeter 
mined conditions and includes the further Step of Said perSon 
placing Said doll in Said particular position during Said 
predetermined conditions to quiet Said doll. 

21. The training method according to claim 19 wherein 
Said doll further includes means for indicating rough han 
dling of the doll and further including the Step of Said perSon 
handling the doll in a manner preventing Said rough han 
dling indicating means from being actuated. 

22. The training method according to claim 20 wherein 
Said doll further includes means for actuating Said crying 
Sound generating means in response to loud Sounds in the 
vicinity of the doll and further including the step of said 
perSon actuating quieting means by eliminating Said loud 
Sounds. 

23. The training method according to claim 19 wherein 
Said doll further includes means for recording and indicating 
time between initiation of crying and actions by Said perSon 
to end the crying period and further including the Step of Said 
perSon reviewing indicated time periods with an instructor. 

24. An infant care Simulation System for Simulating early 
65 parenthood which comprises. 

a doll having approximate Shape and weight equivalent to 
a young baby, 
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means within Said doll for generating Sounds Simulating 
a baby crying, 

crying interval timer within Said doll for Starting Said 
crying SOunds at intervals, 

crying duration timer within Said doll for Setting duration 
of Said crying Sounds, and 

quieting means to quiet Said crying SOunds, wherein the 
interval timer within Said doll randomly Starts Said 
crying SOunds within a Selected time range. 

25. An infant care simulation System for use by an 
individual in Simulating early parenthood which comprises. 

a doll having approximate Shape and weight equivalent to 
a young baby, 

means within Said doll for generating Sounds Simulating 
a baby crying, 

crying interval timer within Said doll for Starting Said 
crying SOunds at intervals, 

crying duration timer within Said doll for Setting duration 
of Said crying Sounds, 

quieting means to quiet Said crying Sounds, and 
Said quieting means requiring continuous actuation dur 

ing Said crying SOund duration. 
26. An infant care Simulation System for Simulating early 

parenthood which comprises: 
a doll having approximate Shape and weight equivalent to 

a young baby, 
means within Said doll for generating Sounds Simulating 

a baby crying, 
crying interval timer within Said doll for Starting Said 

crying SOunds at intervals, 
crying duration timer within Said doll for Setting duration 

of Said crying Sounds, 
quieting means to quiet Said crying Sounds, and 
a recording means within Said doll for indicating the time 

between initiation of a crying interval and actuation of 
Said quieting means. 

27. A method for training a person in proper child care 
and for familiarizing the person with the burdens of caring 
for a young baby wherein the person to be trained performs 
the Steps of 

taking custody of the following items. 
a doll including means for generating SOunds Simulating 

a baby crying, timing means for Starting Said crying 
Sounds at intervals and for causing Said Sounds to 
continue for certain durations and a quieting means 
receiver requiring manual actuation, 

quieting means for connection to Said quieting means 
receiver to quiet the doll; 

taking the doll wherever the he/she goes; 
engaging Said quieting means whenever crying Sounds 

begin, and 
manually engaging Said quieting SOunds in Operative 

connection to Said quieting means receiver to quiet the 
doll. 
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28. A method for training a person in proper child care 

and for familiarizing the person with the burdens of caring 
for a young baby wherein the person to be trained performs 
the Steps of 

taking custody of the following items. 
a doll including means for generating SOunds Simulat 

ing a baby crying, timing means for Starting Said 
crying Sounds at intervals and for causing Said 
SOunds to continue for certain durations and a 
quieting means receiver requiring continuous 
manual actuation, 

quieting means for connection to Said quieting means 
receiver to quiet the doll; 

taking the doll wherever they goes; 
engaging Said quieting whenever crying SOunds begin, 
and 

manually engaging Said quieting Sounds in Operative 
connection to Said quieting means receiver to quiet the 
doll for the duration of a crying period. 

29. The training method according to claim 28 wherein 
Said timing means Starts Said crying SOunds at random 
intervals. 

30. An infant care Simulation System, comprising: 
(a) a doll having the approximate Shape and weight 

equivalent to a young baby, 
(b) a means within Said doll for generating a crying Sound 

Simulating a baby crying, 
(c) a means for Starting Said crying Sound, and 
(d) a means for causing the doll to tremble when crying 

to Simulate a drug-dependent baby. 
31. The infant care simulator of claim 30 further com 

prising: (i) a crying Sound duration timer within Said doll for 
Setting duration of Said crying Sound, and (ii) a quieting 
means to quiet Said crying Sound. 

32. An infant care Simulation System, comprising: 
(a) a doll having the approximate Shape and weight 

equivalent to a young baby, 
(b) a recording System within Said doll for Sensing and 

recording information useful for reviewing the care 
provided by an assigned individual throughout a 
Selected period, and 

(c) a means for indicating unauthorized tampering with 
Said recording System during Said Selected period. 

33. An infant care Simulation System, comprising: 
(a) a doll having the approximate Shape and weight 

equivalent to a young baby, 
(b) an internal System within said doll, including: 

(1) a means for generating a crying Sound Simulating 
a baby crying, and 

(2) a means for Starting Said crying Sound 
(c) a quieting means to quiet Said crying Sound, and 
(d) a means for indicating unauthorized tampering with 

Said internal System. 
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